INFINITY SERIES™

Designed and built
for the world of indoor

Our dasher board systems are crafted from tubular extrusions of T-5 tempered
aluminum alloy, engineered and designed by us specifically for our dasher board
systems. These extrusions are proprietary to Athletica Sport Systems; nothing
‘off-the-shelf’ about it. The aluminum frame construction gives you the strength
and durability you need for permanent installations, yet its light weight makes it
ideal for ease of handling where changeovers are required.
Through prototype testing with some of the game’s most respected consultants,
to final product construction, we’re confident there’s nothing better suited to
indoor sport.
With an anodized aluminum finish, it provides a clean, high-tech look; it will never
rust or pit so your boards will always look great. Panels are shipped from our factory
pre-glazed and pre-assembled; installation time is minimal, meaning your playing
field is up and running sooner.
Using state-of-the-art concealed mechanical fastening techniques, Infinity Series
provides a better and stronger board system than old fashioned welded aluminum
or steel boards. No exposed brackets or anchors, no collection areas for debris or dirt.
All exposed hardware (e.g. hinges or gate latches) are made of stainless steel for
maintenance free durability.
All Infinity Series playing surfaces are completely smooth, featuring strong and
durable tempered glass and long lasting High Density Polyethylene (HDPE).
Infinity Series boards can be customized in an infinite variety of glass-to-board ratios
(from all glass to all plastic), allowing you to pick the places in your facility to maximize the view for the spectators and your revenue via sponsorship (stick-on)
ad panels.

SEAMLESS INFINITY SERIES™

The advantages
are clear

Player Safety
Built for player safety, the Infinity/Seamless Infinity Series™
frames flex upon player impact, keeping the players safer than
board systems without flex. These are the only multi-sport
systems around designed by a professional engineer and
successfully load-rating tested by an independent testing lab*.

Door closure mechanism is easily
accessedfrom either side, yet never
gets in the way of play. Laser cut,
stainless steel hardware never rusts,
never needs grease - endless
durability.

Safe, Strong, Long-lasting
A short frame constructed from strong anodized aluminum
extrusions. Frames can be customized in height between 32
and 42 inches, and feature a colored caprail (custom colors
are available). Great looks in an inconspicuous design!
Frames are mechanically fastened for superior strength and
flexibility as compared to improperly welded aluminum,
or welded steel systems. Safe, strong and long lasting.
Tempered safety glass can be as high as 96” and is secured to
the frames with a retaining clip along the bottom of the frame,
and ultra-high strength tape (engineer tested and approved
for this application) all around the frame.

Get the Seamless Infinity™ Advantage
• No tall vertical posts obstructing the sight lines
• No chipped or peeling paint in need of constant touch up
• No unsightly galvanized steel frames
• No nasty rust to deter from the great look and image
of your facility
• No heavy looking railing over the glass

Optional retractable goal is
customized to your facility.
Available for turf and
court sports. Easy to retract,
virtually seamless when closed.

Customize your Infinity board
system in an infinite variety of
glass-to-board ratios. Full height
glass allows you to keep bleacher
heights to a minimum for
spectator safety and comfort will
maximizing the view and the
‘wow factor’.

* Contact us for a copy of the independent testing lab report.
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